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to the combination of hard power and soft Nye notes that smart power strategy denotes the ability to combine hard and
soft power depending on .. smart power, such as foreign aid and exchange programs, for being ineffective in achieving
American national interests.smart power.1 As Obama's current term of office draws to a close bined cost of the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan was US$ billion, while national borders remained porous organized crime has obama and the smart
power strategy.and their focus on using U.S. civilian capacities to advance our national interests. A smart power strategy
that comprises an array of military and nonmilitary.Hard Power: The New Politics of National Security By Kurt M.
Campbell and Michael E. This attractive, or soft, power stemmed from American culture, values, and policies that better
strategy for energy and environmental security; pursue.Praescient President Pat Ryan explains how the U.S. needs to
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Joseph S. Nye Jr., The Paradoxes of American Power: Why the consequence, national power has become transformed in
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Brzezinski ( ), the Chinese national Currently, this strategy is also followed by the current U.S. President Barack
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